
15th Sep 2018 

Old Richians 1st XV – 7 

Chipping Sodbury 1st XV – 63 

 
Old Richians has never been a happy hunting ground for Chipping Sodbury so preparations 
in the week were fierce. Sodbury hoped for a win but certainly didn’t expect to pile up so 
many points in their first victory on the road.  

The opening 10 minutes were fairly even as the two teams felt their way into the game; the 
hosts seemed full of running and forced Sodbury’s defence to work hard. At the scrum, the 
Sods’ buttresses in the front row – Lee Ralph and Luke Balentine-Smith – started to turn 
the screw. The pack eventually pushed Richians off the ball four times in the game, while 
always being assured on their own.  

Sodbury were soon building on the forward platform, with Jack Skelton pulling the strings 
and leading the opposition into a merry dance. He used the big men like Otto Avent, Matt 
Cook, and the new-look, all-action Pete Butcher, to great effect, and instinctively knew 
when the time was right to release the more gifted runners, in the shape of Dan Cole and 
Jon Cook.  

On 15 minutes the game really lit up. From their own lineout on halfway, the Richians 
backs dropped the ball: compact openside Avent scooped it up without slowing. M.Cook 
and Cole smashed through two rucks and the quick ball was moved left and into the hands 
of the peerless J.Cook. From 40m he broke the line and swerved infield, where he 
effortlessly evaded more defenders for a breathtaking try. The spectators were still 
digesting this when M.Cook soared high in a lineout on Sodbury’s own 10m line, claiming 
the ball and starting it off again. From the maul the ball found Cole, whose trickiness knows 
no bounds: he broke the line again and gave a great target for the pack. One thunderous 
ruck later, Jack Skelton was delivering the sweetest pass to J.Cook, who demonstrated his 
incredible acceleration and streaked in from 35 metres.  

Sodbury had the throw at a lineout from the restart deep in their own half. Once again, 
coach Matt Dew’s pride and joy secured the ball, and it was moved left by wiry scrum-half 
Tom Head. Skelton in turn found J.Cook on halfway – he cut infield past five defenders, 
straightened up, and touched down beneath the posts for a hat-trick of tries that had taken 
just 7 minutes to complete.  



The Sodbury eight then got a Richians scrum on the rack soon after the restart, allowing 
pocket rocket Head to sack his opposite member. He dropped the ball and Avent picked it 
up at speed: with the hosts’ backs deep and ready to launch an attack of their own, his 
initial progress was easy. As the cover raced across in reaction to this new crisis, Avent 
pressed hard on the accelerator to scoot in for a try which gave the bonus point.  

In the remaining 15 minutes of the half, the game became rather loose, with a period of 
aerial ping-pong and some hard rucking from the likes of Dave Turner, Ralph, and Barnesly. 
However, it was the power and determination of Butcher that really caught the eye as he 
led any counter-rucking – turning over the ball and running off with it himself.  

Five minutes into the second half, leaping salmon Cook brought the ball down from a 
lineout on Richians’ 10m line. The centres ran a hard line and Skelton pulled the pass back 
to on-rushing fullback Dan Bradley, who broke two tackles on his way to the line for a 
magnificent first phase try.  

The next try for Sodbury was scored by burly wing Dom Pullen. J.Cook pounced on a 
dropped pass on halfway; the mantra of ‘two passes to get away from trouble’ was adhered 
to, and the ball found Bradley. Bradley chipped the ball over the first two defenders and 
gave chase. He tackled his man and stripped the ball in one motion, then passed to Pullen, 
who effortlessly ate up the remaining 25m to score.  

Soon after, the Sods had a scrum on their hosts’ 22: the initial action went right but soon 
after the ball switched left in the blink of an eye. Sodbury were left with a three-on-two, 
which they exploited ably with Pullen steaming in again. They were anything but 
complacent and kept their defensive effort going, with Barnesly and Skelton setting the 
standard. However, it was Avent who was handing down the real masterclass when he 
ripped the ball free in a tackle 30m out from Richians’ tryline.  

Two rucks later, Sodbury were in the 22. With the ball slowed down, scrum-half Head 
seized control. He seemed to be using the Green Cross Code as he checked left and right, 
then left again. With the full picture in his head, he box-kicked, catching everyone by 
surprise. The gasps only increased as he gave chase, collecting his kick after one bounce 
and then touching down for an inspired solo try.  

Richians managed a try of their own on the half hour as they skilfully rumbled forward with 
the pack – eventually Sodbury ran out of members after repelling eight drives for the line.  

The visitors still had one more try in them before the whistle went. It was scored by Pullen, 
who registered the game’s second hat-trick. He once more benefited from the strength and 
poise of Bradley, who he had tracked before getting the scoring pass 20m out.  



Incredibly, Jon Cook converted all nine tries and walked away with a personal haul of 33 
points. Add to that Pullen’s 15, and the SG23 boys scored 48 of the 63 – in fact, there are 
plans afoot to rename the gym SG33 in honour of Jon Cook’s brilliance.  


